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Uf076before the departure from your country it is important to know that where will you stay with whom and how long at makkah and madinah nowadays it becomes
customary to fix a staying place at makkah and madinah i e booking hotel or home many pilgrims stay at their relativeu2019s or friendsu2019 houses secretly but
present saudi govt does not allow this
It is also recommended that if you have women companion then contact other women pilgrims from your locality or known to you so that your
20
Women companion can stay with them during hajj ritual because at mina or at madinah female pilgrims must stay separate from male pilgrims a lone female may face
many difficulties at the encampment at mina or arafat or at the mosque so it is wise for a female pilgrim to stay with group or known female person
Uf076nowadays pilgrims must stay in saudi arabia for more than one month depends on their confirmed air ship bus tickets of travel schedule you have to prepare on
that context take warm cloths if hajj or omrah season is in winter for walking sandal is more suitable than shoes for the pilgrims because it can be removed easily
during ablution so take sandal with strong straps so that it might not tear out or loosen while walking used sandal in home is better because the corners of the straps of
new sandal may cut your feet be careful about shoes wearing shoes covering upper joint of the ankle of male pilgrims is forbidden during hajj
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